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New Products and Features 

Hardware Features 

New DX3-400GQ-P2, DX3-400GD-P2, DX3-400GO-P2, DX3-400GDF-
P2,DX3-200GO-P2   2-port CFP8 Test Modules 

These modules now introduce support for 200GbE and 100GbE on Spirent TestCenter. 

 

New PX3-400GQ-P2, PX3-400GO-P2,  2-port CFP8 Test Modules 

These modules now introduce support for 200GbE on Spirent TestCenter. 

 

New DX3-400GQ-T2, DX3-400GD-T2, DX3-400GO-T2, DX3-400GDF-T2, 
DX3-200GO-T2  2-port QSFP-DD Test Modules 

These modules now introduce support for 200GbE and 100GbE on Spirent TestCenter. 

 

New PX3-400GQ-T2, PX3-400GO-T2,  2-port QSFP-DD Test Modules 

These test modules now introduce support  for 200GbE on Spirent TestCenter. 

 

 

New PX3-100GQ-T12, 12-port QSFP28 Test Module 

Phase B of this test module now supports 40GbE and 10GbE on Spirent TestCenter. 
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Spirent TestCenter WLAN: MX2-11AC-WAVE2-2N DFS Test Module 

This Spirent TestCenter WLAN test module has an integration of the latest 802.11ac Wave-2 
support and radar signal emulation interface for Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) testing.  
With this test module installed into a Spirent TestCenter chassis in conjunction with other 
test modules, users can emulate a large number of realistic 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac WLAN clients 
to connect with an access point via a cabled conductive or over-the-air (OTA) link for either 
WLAN functional and data traffic testing. Basic WLAN control plane and data plane features 
along with the advanced RFC style network traffic and throughput performance test cases 
are supported over the WALN network involving the emulated clients and APs under test.  
 
The WLAN interfaces supported in this test module offered consist of multiple IEEE 802.11 
radios and provide the maximum user configurability and flexibility to emulate various IEEE 
802.11ac SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO clients on 5GHz band and other legacy 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 
clients on either 2.4GHz or 5GHz band. A single WLAN radio supports 802.11ac Wave-2 
clients with different spatial stream configurations up to 4x4 for the best realistic client 
emulation scenarios in either SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO mode. Designed for testing WLAN 
network infrastructure devices, including the latest 802.11ac Wave-2 carrier or enterprise 
thin APs with controllers, consumer APs, and integrated broadband WLAN gateway, Spirent 
TestCenter WLAN solutions offer the best in class traffic generation and analysis for testing 
functionality, performance, and scalability.  
 
A dedicated radio interface is included to generate radar signals required by the regulators 
such as FCC, ETSI, etc. on 5GHz band that is un-licensed but shared with many 
applications including weather radars and WLAN.  It becomes easy with this new testing tool 
that user can validate the compliance of 802.11 access points (APs) to the latest regulatory 
mandated DFS requirements on 5GHz band.  
Both manual and automated test cases cover the regulators requirements with multi-trail 
testing, detection probability testing, and detection bandwidth testing.  The statistical results 
reported for those test cases are as follows: 

▪ Number of CSA (Channel Switch Announcement) 
▪ Arrival of first CSA  
▪ Channel Move Time  
▪ Channel Closing Transaction Time  

 

 

Spirent TestCenter MX2-11AC-WAVE2-2N Test Module for N11U and N4U Chassis 

Platform Configurations 

▪ MX2-11AC-WAVE2-2N test module is to work with other Spirent TestCenter test 
modules in either N11U or N4U chassis 

▪ Unique hardware configurations with two test ports supporting 802.11ac Wave-2 
4x4 WLAN interfaces on both 2.4GHz and 5GHz frequency band 

▪ Hardware timing card for precise timing synchronization between different ports 
and between different appliances 
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▪ Internal channel attenuation up to 31.75dB for both TX and RX with 0.25dB 
resolution for one of the two test ports 

▪ Fully integrated and dedicated software defined radio (SDR) for the DFS radar signal 
emulation within Spirent TestCenter WLAN framework DFS Appliance 

Product Information 

Description Part Number 

MX2 802.11 AC WAVE-2 2-PORTS 2.4GHz and 5GHZ, DFS Radar Signal 
Emulation and Testing, and Hardware Timing 

For SPT-N4U and SPT-N11U chassis with 2 ports, support 802.11 b/g/n/ac 
clients on 2.4GHz, 20MHz and 40MHz channel bandwidth, 4x4 MIMO, and 
802.11 a/n/ac clients on 5GHz, 20MHz, 40MHz, and 80 MHz channel 
bandwidth with 4x4 MIMO,  80 MHz +80 MHz or 160 MHz channel 
bandwidth with 2x2 MIMO 

MX2-11AC-
WAVE2-2N 
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Software Features 

PX3-100GQ-T12, 12-Port QSFP28 Test Module 

Phase B of this test module now supports an increase to the Route Insertion Table (RIT). Spirent 
TestCenter release 4.86 now supports RIT of 64K.  

 Staggered Start and Stop 

Staggered start is a feature currently in the Spirent TestCenter software where traffic is 
staggered among different ports by a fixed interval. This feature currently supports 64μsec for 
some modules; it will now support 500ns. This feature is added to FX2/MX2 10G and 1G test 
modules. 

EVPN E-Tree Extended Community and PMSI Tunnel Attributes 

BPK-1311A EVPN Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports configuring E-Tree Extended Community for both 
EVPN Type-1 per ESI auto-discovery routes and Type-2 MAC advertisement routes.  Release 
4.86 also now supports configuring PMSI tunnel attributes and enabling composite tunnel bits in 
the EVPN Type-3 routes.  

To access this feature, select a BGP device enabled with EVPN, click the “BGP” protocol tab, 
then click the “Edit Routes …” button. In the “BGP Routes/VPLS/Link-State” configuration page, 
a new checkbox “E-tree Extended Community” is added under both “EVPN AD (Type-1) and 
“EVPN MAC/IP (Type -2)” route tabs. 

 

Under the “EVPN Inclusive Mcast (Type-3)” router tab, the following options are added to the 
drop-down menu for the “PMSI Tunnel Type” field (refer to the screen capture): 

▪ PIM-SM Tree 
▪ PIM-SSM Tree 
▪ BIDIR-PIM Tree 
▪ RSVP-TE P2MP LSP 
▪ MLDP P2MP LSP 
▪ MLDP MP2MP LSP 
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Options for PMSI Tunnel Type “RSVP-TE P2MP LSP” 

 

Options for PMSI Tunnel Type “MLDP P2MP LSP” 

 

Options for PMSI Tunnel Type “MLDP MP2MP LSP” 
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Options for PMSI Tunnel type “PIM-SM Tree”, “PIM-SSM Tree” and “BIDIR-PIM Tree” 

 

You can also select the “Composite Flag” checkbox to enable the composite tunnel type option 
and use the “Composite Mpls Label” field to set the composite tunnel label. 
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EVPN MPLS Wizard EVPN over BGP Segment  Routing 

BPK-1311A EVPN Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports BGP segment routing (BGP-SR) as one of MPLS 
transport options for EVPN in the EVPN MPLS wizard.  

In the EVPN MPLS wizard’s “Configure Provider Routers” page, a new “BGP-SR” option is 
added in the “MPLS” transport mode drop-down menu. 

 

The “Enable Multi-homing for PE” option will be disabled if the BGP-SR option is selected. 

When the BGP-SR option is selected, and you click the “Options…” button next to the “MPLS” 
transport mode field, the “BGP Options” configuration page will be displayed. Currently, only IPv4 
is supported, and the “Transport Protocol” radio button is disabled. 
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In the “BGP Options” configuration page, the “Global SRGB base and range,” and “Prefix_SID 
attr type” options are disabled by default in the “Segment Routing” configuration section. 

 

If you change the “SR version” to “Customized” in the “Segment Routing” configuration section, 
you can set the value for the “Prefix-SID attr type” field. 
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If you select the “Override Global SRGB” checkbox in the “Segment Routing” configuration 
section, you can customize the values for “Global SRGB”  base and range.  

 

EVPN MPLS Wizard Encode EVI in VM MAC Address 

BPK-1311A EVPN Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports encoding part of the EVI value (2 or 3 bytes) in 
MAC addresses at a configured offset for emulated VM hosts behind PE in the provider router 
EVPN type 2 routes, and for customer side host devices. If the maximum EVI value is less than 
65535, then you can select to use either 2 or 3 bytes in MAC address to encode the EVI. If the 
maximum EVI value is greater than 65535, then only 3 bytes can be used in MAC address to 
encode the EVI. 

To enable this feature, in the EVPN MPLS wizard’s “Configure Host Behind PE Params” page, 
select the “Include EVI in MAC” checkbox. You can select the “2 Bytes” or “3 Bytes” option in the 
drop-down menu for the “Bytes” field, depending on the maximum EVI value; then select the 
offset mask in the drop-down menu for the “Mask” field, to set the location of the encoded EVI in 
the VM host MAC address. 
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Similarly, in the EVPN MPLS wizard’s “Configure Customer Side Ports” page, select the “Include 
EVI Id in MAC Address” checkbox to enable this feature.  Select the number of bytes to be used 
to encode EVI in the “Number of EVI id Bytes” field, and then use the offset mask in the drop-
down menu in the “Mask 2 Bytes” or “Mask 3 Bytes” field to set the location of the encoded EVI 
in the customer side VM host MAC address. 
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MAC Mobility Wizard Random or Fixed Time Delay Between Two 
Consecutive Moves for Emulated VMs 

BPK-1311A EVPN Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports defining a fixed or random time delay between 
two consecutive moves for emulated VMs in the MAC mobility wizard. 

To access this feature, select a PE device that is configured with the EVPN feature and click the 
“BGP” protocol tab. Then, click the “Configure MAC Mobility” button to launch the MAC mobility 
wizard. On the “Select PE and Route Endpoints” page in the MAC mobility wizard, click the drop-
down menu next to the “Time Delay” field and set the field to either “Fixed” or “Random.”   

▪ If the time delay type is set to Fixed, then Spirent TestCenter will add a fixed delay in 
seconds, based on the user-configured time interval between two consecutive moves for 
emulated VMs.  

▪ If the time delay type is set to Random, then Spirent TestCenter will add a random delay in 
seconds, based on user-configured minimum time interval and maximum time interval 
between two consecutive moves for emulated VMs. 
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EVPN MPLS Wizard MAC and IPv4/IPv6 Address Incremental Steps per 
Ethernet Tag/Attachment Circuit 

BPK-1311A EVPN Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports incremental steps for MAC and IPv4/IPv6 
addresses for both emulated PE host devices and customer side devices per Ethernet tag / 
attachment circuit in the EVPN MPLS Wizard.  

To access this feature, on the “Configure Host Behind PE Params” page in the EVPN MPLS 
wizard, enable the checkbox for “Step Per Ethernet Tag/AC” in the “MAC address,” “IPv4 
address,” and “IPv6 address” configuration sections, as needed. Then, set the incremental steps 
for MAC, IPv4, and IPv6 addresses for emulated PE host devices. 

 

If the EVPN VPWS mode is used, you can enable the checkbox “Step Per Ethernet Tag/AC” for 
the IPv4 or IPv6 gateway address, and then set the incremental steps for the IPv4 or IPv6 
gateway addresses for the emulated PE host devices. 
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Similarly, on the “Configure Customer Side Ports” page in the EVPN MPLS wizard, select the 
checkbox “Enable Address Step Per Ethernet Tag/AC” for MAC, IPv4, IPv4 gateway, IPv6, and 
IPv6 gateway addresses, and then set the incremental steps for those address types. 
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Access Traffic Realism Control and Data Plane Mode for PPPoE IPv6 
(MX3/MX2/FX3/FX2) 

BPK-1007A/B PPPoX Base Package A/B 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports PPPoE IPv6 access traffic realism control and 
data plane mode for MX3, MX2, FX3, and FX2 hardware modules. Access traffic realism control 
and data plane mode is currently not supported for PPPoE IPv4, DHCPv4, or DHCPv6 features.  

With release 4.86, access traffic realism control and data plane mode, each PPPoE IPv6 session 
will be mapped to an individual traffic stream within a stream block.  You can start sending traffic 
for the entire device block immediately. Each PPPoE IPv6 session within the device block starts 
sending traffic as soon as the session becomes established and bound. This is more realistic in 
emulating a real-life access network than having to wait for all PPPoE IPv6 sessions in a device 
block to be connected and bound before starting traffic for the device block. 

To enable the feature, click the “Settings” option in the left side menu, and then click the 
“Realism Options” tab. Select “Control/Data Plane Mode” in the drop-down menu for the 
“Realism Mode” field. 
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When you start sending traffic for the PPPoE IPv6 device block, you can click the “Traffic 
Generator” option under “All Ports” in the left side menu to display the traffic state of the stream 
block that is generated for the device block. The traffic state of the stream block will be in 
“Resolving” state, if some of the PPPoE IPv6 sessions in the device block are still being 
established.  

 

The traffic state of the stream block will change to “Ready” if all the PPPoE IPv6 sessions in the 
device block were connected and bound. 
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Segment Routing: BGP-LS SR EPE 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 supports two Node Descriptors Sub-TLVs defined in BGP-LS 
SR EPE draft and three BGP-LS link attributes TLVs defined in the EPE draft. 

The following screen captures show the steps to configure EPE on the Spirent TestCenter GUI, 
when you click the Link-State tab under BGP. 

 

In addition to native option for EPE, you can choose Custom TVLs for BGP-LS as shown below. 
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RSVP Wizard Support for Neighbor System ID 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 now supports configuring DUT System IDs for ISIS as part of 
the RSVP-TE wizard. This is mandatory, when you want to configure Spirent TestCenter as the 
tail-end of the Tunnel.  
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Support for RFC 5549 IPv6 Next Hop over IPv4 Routes 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 includes the ability to send IPv4 or VPNv4 routes with IPv6 as 
Next-hop in the NLRI update. This is mandatory for supporting use cases such as L3VPNv4 over 
SRv6 core. 

 

TSN - Mixed Traffic Use Case Added to Pre-emption (802.1Qbu) Wizard 

AUTO-SW-A009   802.1Qbu Support 

A new Mixed Traffic use case has been added to Pre-emption wizard enabling Spirent 
TestCenter ports to send a mix of already fragmented pre-emption and express traffic to the DUT 
in order to test the functionality and performance of frame reassembly by the DUT. The 
reassembled traffic can be captured and analyzed by another Spirent TestCenter port. You have 
the full control for traffic sequence and mix as well as creating negative testing scenarios 
(missing segments, bad mCRC, out of sequence segments, etc.) 

Mixed Traffic Configuration  
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Traffic Sequence Configuration 
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TSN - IEEE 802.1Qci (Per Stream Filtering and Policing) Wizard 

AUTO-SW-A009   802.1Qbu Support 

Spirent TestCenter release 4.86 includes a new wizard for per-stream filtering and policing (IEEE 
802.1Qci). Spirent TestCenter provides the traffic profiles for conforming and non-conforming 
scenarios and monitors the results and statistics to ensure correct behavior of the DUT (bridge) 
per defined policing and filtering criteria. This wizard enables the Spirent TestCenter user to send 
traffic to DUT at varying rates with the help of an integrated command sequencer where the load 
rate and frame size of traffic can be changed dynamically. After the DUT polices and filters the 
received traffic, you can review the results on the Spirent TestCenter receiver port to verify the 
DUT behavior. 

Use Case Selection Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Qci Stream Configuration 
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Spirent TestCenter WLAN: AP Emulation 

Spirent TestCenter WLAN platforms including C1 and C50 appliances and test modules can now 
be configured to perform WLAN Access Point (AP) emulation for WLAN device testing.  An 
overview of the feature called AP emulation is summarized as follows: 

▪ Support IEEE 802.11ac Wave-2 Standard 
▪ Support either cabled conductive testing or a shielded RF environment such as a RF 

chamber for OTA testing  
▪ Emulate multiple virtual APs (SSIDs) from a single port 
▪ Test WiFi devices such as smartphones, tablets, smartwatches, laptops, smart TVs, etc. 

as DUTs 
▪ Add-on feature on the top of the current WLAN multi-client emulation platform 
▪ Support on per port base configuration for either 2.4GHz or 5GHz radios 
▪ Common Spirent TestCenter GUI with all protocols support over either wired (Ethernet) or 

WLAN (wireless) interface 
▪ Support both Spirent TestCenter traffic capability and iPerf traffic model 
▪ Support both 802.3 and 802.11 packet capture in AP emulation mode 

In addition, the following AP features are supported with AP emulation: 

▪ Number of SSIDs (up to 16 on the same radio) 
▪ Network Names (SSIDs) 
▪ Various personal (WPA/WPA2) and enterprise (IEEE 802.1x) security and encryption 

support  
▪ Channel number 
▪ Channel bandwidth (20MHz, 40MHz, 80MHz, 80+80MHz, 160MHz) 
▪ MCS Type, CTS/RTS, beacon internal, guard Time Interval 
▪ Rate adaptation and rate selection 
▪ TX power attenuation (up to 16dB internal TX power attenuation) 
▪ Channel attenuation (up to 31.75dB) (only on some platforms and ports) 
▪ Support 4x4 MIMO configuration 
▪ Explicit Beamforming, SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO 
▪ DFS test mode and channel switching  
▪ Different Country/Region support  

Introducing the AP emulation feature enables Spirent TestCenter WLAN for WLAN device testing 
on both functional and performance. This covers a wide range of device test cases, for example:  

▪ Both control and data plane features and performance of WiFi devices 
▪ Device Personal and Enterprise security (802.1x) type   
▪ Impact of WiFi noise on the same or adjunct RF channel 
▪ Device stability testing 
▪ Interwork with various mixes of different 802.11 mode clients 
▪ Benchmark or baseline for UDP and TCP throughput in uni-directional or bi-directional 
▪ RFC-style testing with clients across APs through the RF interface 
▪ Throughput vs packet size, IPv4, IPv6, DHCP performance, etc.  
▪ Device roaming testing 
▪ Rate vs range (RSSI, pathloss) testing 
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The AP emulation is a licensed feature. To order, use the part numbers listed for each Spirent 
TestCenter WLAN  platform.  

Part Number Description Platform 

BPK-5001 WIFI AP Emulation Package for Spirent TestCenter Test Module 

C1-SW-B5001 WIFI AP Emulation Package for Spirent TestCenter C1 C1 

C50-BPK-5001 WIFI AP Emulation Package for Spirent TestCenter C50 C50 

Spirent Telemetry (Analytics) on LabServer 

The Spirent Telemetry Service allows Spirent to perform analytics of anonymous usage data in 
order to improve our products and services.  Telemetry is now enabled by default on Spirent 
LabServer.   
Telemetry is now automatically enabled or disabled on Spirent LabServer test sessions based on 
the opt-out preference of the connected client.  This means that some users can create test 
sessions with telemetry enabled, and others might have it disabled.  Users are prompted for their 
opt-out preference via the Spirent TestCenter Windows installer and shell-based Linux installers.  
See the Spirent Telemetry Service section in the release notes for more details. 
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Spirent Support 

To obtain technical support for Spirent Communications products, please contact our Support 
Services department using any of the following methods: 

Americas 

E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  https://support.spirent.com 
Toll Free:  +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America) 
Phone:  +1 818-676-2616  
Hours:  Monday through Friday, 06:30 to 18:00 Pacific Time 

Europe, Middle East, Africa 

E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  https://support.spirent.com 
Phone:  +33 (1) 6137 2270 (France)  
Phone: +44 1803 546333 (UK)  
Hours:  Monday through Thursday, 09:00 to 18:00, 9:00 to 17:00 Friday, Paris Time 

Asia Pacific 

E-mail: support@spirent.com 
Web:  https://support.spirent.com 
Phone:  +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free mainland China only) 
Phone:  +86 (10) 8233 0033 (China) 
Operating Hours:  Monday through Friday, 09:00 to 18:00 Beijing Time 

Company Address 

Spirent Communications, Inc. 
27349 Agoura Road 
Calabasas, CA 91301 
USA 

 

The latest versions of user manuals, application notes, and software and firmware updates are available 

on the Spirent Communications Customer Service Center website at https://support.spirent.com. 

Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services can be found on the main 

company website at https://www.spirent.com. 
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